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This thesis is written under the background that A company is eager to strengthen 
the distribution management after the company had implemented diversified 
development strategy to respond to the challenges of intense competition in the 
market. 
This thesis analyzes A company’ existing distribution system of production 
logistics and distribution management model, based on integrating distribution 
resources, new project of electronic material distribution center and reviewing the 
company’ history. According to primary analysis of distribution datas, this thesis 
studies on logistic operation，logistic equipments and logistic information system plan 
of the company’ electronic material distribution center based on idea and technology 
of modern logistic management. 
The main functions of A company’ electronic material distribution are receipt，
inspection，storage，picking and distribution. This thesis determines location and goal 
of distribution center, and carries on specific plan and explanation to key logistic 
equipments of electronic material distribution center, including three-dimensional 
shelf and stacking forklift, according to A company’ five years plan and historic data. 
This thesis also designs core picking process of distribution center in order to let 
operation of distribution center to reach anticipated goal and promote integration of 
logistic process. 
Finally, this thesis analyzes the operation results after A company distribution 
center had run for two years, and points out the limitation of this plan. Through 
working out this plan, the author wishes to get further understanding to this article and 
means of plan and design of electronic material distribution center, as well as to put 
forward some new thinking and ideas for raw material distribution development of 
electronics manufacturers. 
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1999年，Lei Chien Lin，Gunter P Sharp[19]建立了生产车间布局评价的框架体
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